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“In an ever-changing
technological environment,
the Guardian Digital Secure
Network provides a fast,
easy, way to maintain our
systems and keep it
consistently secure. The
automatic update function
and exceptional technical
support combine to form
the most cost-eﬀective and
eﬀortless means to protect
our intellectual property.”

Guardian Digital presents the most proactive approach to managing and securing

your corporate network. The Guardian Digital Secure Network (GDSN) is a means to
keep your systems updated while at the same time receiving authoritative advice,
information, and additional services from the experts. As you focus on building your
Internet presence, Guardian Digital focuses on assuring you are protected from cyber
vandals and consistently developing system improvements.
Available with the purchase and annual renewal of EnGarde Secure Linux and
corresponding security suites, Guardian Digital Secure Network is the only complete
security support solution that delivers frequent automatic updates, customized
technical support services and rapid responses from a Guardian Digital security expert
while alleviating tedious management duties and persistently providing protection for
your entire network.

- Ken Romero,
Cisco Systems Engineer
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Revolutionizing Network Security
In recent years, reported security incidents by corporations
have risen considerably. As the number of Internet threats
continues to rise, the need for a consistently secure and
up-to-date network becomes evident. Focused on
keeping your system up-to-date and consistently protected
from cyber vandals, the Guardian Digital Secure Network is
the least expensive way to add dedicated security experts
to your staff. The GDSN provides updates, advisories and
customized security improvements preventing virtually all
security breaches, saving your company potentially
thousands of dollars in lost revenue and recovery costs.
Whether you are responsible for securing a large network or
just one computer, this vigilant approach to system security
and management is the most effective means to protect
your online assets and consistently keep your network
defenses at their most optimum level.

Features
● Software Maintenance Manager

Automatically deliver software updates to
one server or your entire enterprise.

● Customized Technical Support &
Security Improvements
Tailored to the speciﬁc requirements of
your system.

● Rapid Response

Receive notiﬁcation via email, pager, or
directly through the Guardian Digital
web-based management system.

● Additional Services

Custom services, new features, connect
with Guardian Digital engineers, and more.
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